All my life I have always wanted to make a difference in people’s lives. As I come to the last stretch of my bachelor’s degree I can look back on all the moments in school and in the workplace where my path was elusive and I longed for expression. In creating World Voice: Invisible Lines I have shaped a platform where people across the globe can come together and share their voice. There are times when we all feel that no one is listening to us, and no one understands us. Over the last few months I have talked with people across the globe. They have shared their stories, poems, private musings, photographs, and most importantly have shared themselves. In sharing the sorrowful joy and the joyful sorrow of our lives as engaged people we begin to see ourselves in the lives of one another.

World Voice: Invisible Lines is a snapshot of a small space in time and a select few people that now know “We” are listening. World Voice: Invisible Lines seeks to foster communication and commonality of all people across borders. With this book you will read a written expression of what is fundamentally important to people all over the world. We all have a need to share ourselves with another and when you read this book you share in their voice. Take your place, take a chance, leave your mark, and share your voice. We are a community within your community, and listening is only one part of the conversation.